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WiteKote:
White water-based Enamel Paint

This is no ordinary white paint, in fact we decided as a niche coating manufacturer,
to not go into  the paint business, it is overcrowded with everyone trying to make
the cheapest formulation  possible, using bulking agents like calcium carbonate,
etc to make it heavy and seem value for money.
We refused to follow in the traditional footsteps of competitive paint companies. 
So if you are looking for cheap paint, we are not able to help.

Our paint, only available in white but is tintable, is of the highest quality caliber
available and much like our clients, it fits into a  high-end niche to cater for the
really fussy perfectionist.

WiteKote is used where normally one would need enamel, such as bath
refurbishment, or on kitchen cupboards, it can be used on walls, roofs, floors,
wood, metal, concrete, glass, aluminium and much much more.

WiteKote is a super smooth, super hard high gloss water-based enamel paint that
will exceed your expectations in every way. This is the last paint you will ever need!

This pamphlet is designed to offer some suggestions as to where and how to use
this amazing new technology white paint.
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Super White Super Hard shield

WATER BASED
ECO-FRIENDLY

WASH TOOLS 
WITH WATER

FULLY CURED
IN 7 DAYS

APPLY
2 - 3 COATS
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USE A PAINT 
BRUSH

TOUCH DRY 
IN 30 MINUTES
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The formulation of WiteKote is so different that when you brush it, it leaves a finish that resembles a spray finish.
But that is not all, WiteKote is super smooth, shiny, hard wearing and brilliant white, which means you can paint a
bath and it will feel and look luxurious and last many years. The beauty of this is that if ever you need to touch it up,
you simply get out your paint brush and give it another coat.
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WiteKote x 3 coats with a paint brush!Old rusty and dirty enamel bath
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